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How Could National Natural Science Foundation of China Better Guide Diversified Investment in Basic Research?

Abstract
It is one of the key tasks of science and technology in China to adjust the investment structure of basic research funds and accelerate the construction of multiple investment pattern. The National Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC) plays an important role in leveraging diversified investment in basic research. At present, the joint funds are the main way for NSFC to guide diversified investment in basic research in China. It is a successful exploration for NSFC to meet national needs, guide diversified investment, promote resource sharing and multilateral cooperation. Nevertheless, on the one hand, the cooperation of the joint funds is limited to state-owned organizations, institutions, and enterprises, but has not been extended to private sectors. On the other hand, the management system and operation mode cannot fully reflect the inherent property of the cooperative investment of the joint funds. Thus, it is suggested that the joint funds break through the boundary between public and private sectors in terms of management philosophy to realize the transformation to the public-private partnership (PPP) cooperation model of R&D; set up a relatively independent “Joint Funds Management Center” to improve the governance system and mechanism; establish and improve the evaluation criteria and mechanism for the utilization of results that are in line with the characteristics of the joint funds. In the new stage of development, it is necessary to solve the long-standing problem that NSFC has been unable to receive donations from society. Based on the analysis that the NSFC's acceptance of social donations is a "public trust" behavior, this study figures out that NSFC should first be given the qualification and identity to accept social donations legally and in compliance. It is suggested to set up a "China Science Fund Public Trust Center" to break through the existing institutional barriers and promote the NSFC to accept social donations.
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Abstract: It is one of the key tasks of science and technology in China to adjust the investment structure of basic research funds and accelerate the construction of multiple investment patterns. The National Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC) plays an important role in leveraging diversified investment in basic research. At present, joint funds are the main way for NSFC to guide diversified investment in basic research in China. This is a successful exploration for NSFC to meet national needs, guide diversified investment, and promote resource sharing and multinational cooperation. Nevertheless, on the one hand, the cooperation of the joint funds is limited to state-owned organizations, institutions, and enterprises, and has not been extended to private sectors. On the other hand, the management system and operation mode fail to fully reflect the inherent property of the cooperative investment of the joint funds. Thus, it is suggested that the joint funds break through the boundary between public and private sectors in terms of management philosophy to transform into the public-private partnership (PPP) model of R&D; set up a relatively independent Joint Funds Management Center to improve the governance system and mechanism; establish and improve the evaluation criteria and mechanism for the utilization of results that are in line with the characteristics of the joint funds. In the new stage of development, it is necessary to solve the long-standing problem that NSFC has been unable to receive donations from society. Based on the analysis that the NSFC’s acceptance of social donations is a public trust behavior, this study figures out that NSFC should first be given the qualification and identity to accept social donations legally. It is suggested to set up a China Science Fund Public Trust Center to break through the existing institutional barriers and promote NSFC to accept social donations.
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Over a long period of time in the past, the vast majority of the basic research funds in China were provided by the central government, and only a small proportion came from local governments, industries and private investors. In view of this structural problem, the central government issued the Several Opinions of the State Council on Comprehensively Strengthening Basic Research in 2018, pointing out the necessity of strengthening stable support and optimizing the investment structure in promoting basic research. The 14th Five-Year Plan for National Economic and Social Development of the People’s Republic of China and the Long-Range Objectives for 2035 emphasizes the need to increase financial investment in basic research, optimize the expenditure structure, implement tax incentives for enterprises to invest in basic research, and encourage private investors to invest in basic research in various ways like donating and establishing funds.

National Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC) plays an important role in channeling diversified investments into basic research. Since its establishment in 1986, NSFC has been actively exploring efficient ways to provide financial support for basic research projects through cooperation with various entities such as governmental departments, enterprises and local governments. At present, the joint funds are very active in attracting and integrating various resources for supporting basic research, and guiding researchers to pay attention to national strategic needs as well as regional and industrial development.

Given the challenges faced by basic research in China and China’s science funds in the new era, how to enhance the function of NSFC in channeling diversified investments into basic research is still an important issue to be addressed. On the one hand, it is necessary to explore a new mechanism for the high-quality development of joint funds based on a...
careful review of the development of joint funds in the past 30-plus years and a reflection on the nature and intrinsic characteristics of joint funds. On the other hand, in the new development stage of NSFC, there is an urgent need to create a new space for channelizing diversified investments into basic research and dredge the channels for non-state owned enterprises (SOEs) to invest in basic research, thus solving the long-standing problem that NSFC has been unable to accept donations from society.

1 The development process, effectiveness and problems of joint funds channeling diversified investments into basic research

The joint funds are the main way for NSFC to channel diversified investments into basic research. It is a successful exploration for NSFC to meet national needs, guide diversified investment, promote resource sharing and encourage multilateral cooperation.

1.1 Brief review of the development process of joint funds

As early as the middle and late 1980s, NSFC began to carry out joint funding for research projects through various forms of cooperation with local governments, scientific research and industry departments and large- and medium-sized SOEs [1,2]. In 2001, NSFC issued the Several Opinions on Joint Funding, which is the first independent NSFC document about joint funding. This document contains a series of stipulations on various issues and management procedures related to joint funding, including establishment of the conditions for joint funding, confirmation of joint fund partners, as well as project review, project management, fund management and result management. Since then, the joint funds have been incorporated into the overall planning of NSFC as an integral part.

In 2015, NSFC issued the Measures for Management of Joint Fund Projects of the National Natural Science Fund of China [3]. This document not only emphasized the need to guide and integrate various resources for basic research, but also highlighted the important role of joint funds in enhancing the capabilities of regions, key fields and industries to carry out independent innovation, so as to meet the urgent needs of the corresponding regions, industries and enterprises.

In 2018, NSFC issued the Plan for Carrying out Pilot Work of Joint Funds by the National Natural Science Fund of China in the New Era. This document further standardized and improved the management rules of joint funds, which promoted the formation of an advanced joint fund funding system with high funding efficiency [3]. The Plan mainly includes: With regard to the funding system, it is planned to set up a regional innovation & development joint fund and an enterprise innovation & development joint fund; with regard to fund allocation, it is stipulated that NSFC and all funding partners jointly provide the fund for each research project according to a fixed ratio (the overall investment ratios of NSFC to local governments, enterprises and industry departments are 1:3, 1:4 and 1:2, respectively); regarding management mode, it is planned to strengthen the management of various joint funds, specifically, applying a uniform set of rules for fund use, release of project guidelines, project review procedures and project management.

By the end of 2020, 20 provinces, autonomous regions and municipalities have joined the joint funds for regional innovation & development in the new era. In addition, six enterprises have joined the joint funds for enterprise innovation & development, and six industry departments have set up joint funds. As a result, the mechanism and pattern of NSFC channeling diversified investments into basic research have basically taken shape [3]. Since 2011, the scale of joint funding expenditure has been expanding year after year (Figure 1). The direct expenditure on joint funding reached CNY 369 million in 2011, and the figure exceeded CNY 1 billion in 2016. The direct expenditure of joint funds increased to CNY 2.388 billion in 2020, which accounts for 8.44% of the total direct fund expenditure of NSFC in 2020 (CNY 28.303 billion) [3] and is about 6.5 times the figure in 2011.

Figure 1 Changes in direct costs and funding rates of joint funds from 2011 to 2020

Data source: annual report of the National Natural Science Foundation of China (http://www.nsfc.gov.cn/publish/portal0/tab3535/)
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1.2 Effectiveness and problems of joint funds

While guiding the basic research investments of governmental departments, industries, local governments and enterprises, the joint funds are also expanding the social functions of science funds. (1) The joint funds have opened up a new path for NSFC to support demand-oriented basic research, and established and promoted the development of a new mechanism for industry-university-research cooperation. The horizontal alliance with industries and governmental departments widens the avenue of promoting the high-quality development of industries using the fruit of basic research; the vertical alliance with local governments highlights the role of science funds in promoting local innovation and development. (2) The joint funds have opened up a new avenue for promoting sharing of scientific infrastructures. For example, the joint funds for promoting the availability of large scientific research infrastructures jointly established by NSFC and Chinese Academy of Sciences not only promotes sharing of large scientific research facilities within scientific community, but also greatly improves their availability [4].

It has been proved in practice that as a special type of science funds, joint funds represent a diversified funding model for basic research with distinct Chinese characteristics, playing an important role in channeling diversified investments into basic research according to the national needs.

However, joint funds have three major deficiencies: (1) The funding partners are limited to entities of state-owned nature, including governmental departments, industries, local governments and large- and medium-sized enterprises. The private entities like private enterprises are not included. (2) The management system and operation mode of the joint funds are still confined in the conventional framework of science fund management, thereby failing to fully reflect the characteristics of the joint funds. (3) The review and assessment mechanism and indices of the joint funding projects as well as utilization of the research results cannot fully meet the requirements of the funding partners such as governmental departments, local governments and enterprises. Thus the joint funds are not effective in boosting the endogenous motivation of investors.

2 Deepening the reform of joint funding system based on the essential attributes of joint funds

The fact that joint funds can achieve outstanding results indicates that the advantages of NSFC in talents and institutions can be translated into important resources for channeling diversified investments into basic research. The deficiencies of joint funds are mostly related to the failure to fully understand and reflect their essential attributes and intrinsic characteristics.

The essence of joint funds is cooperative investment. Joint funds are jointly established by NSFC and entities such as governmental departments, industries, local governments and enterprises. Although joint funds are an important part of NSFC, it is different from the traditional science funds which only receive money from the government. In essence, it is a special fund for cooperative investment.

Motivation of funding partners for cooperation. The reason why governmental departments, industries, local governments and enterprises have the willingness and enthusiasm to cooperate with NSFC in funding basis research can be largely attributed to three aspects: (1) NSFC has gathered together an elite force of scientific research. The partnership with NSFC allows the funding partners to make use of competent researchers conveniently and efficiently as well as organize basic research surrounding their urgent needs. (2) With the endorsement of NSFC with its social reputation, joint funds can make full use of the brand effect and platform advantages of NSFC to reduce the transaction cost between funding partners and executive entities of the scientific research projects, dispersing the investment risk of basic research. (3) Backed by the standardized and efficient operation mechanism of NSFC in resource allocation, bidding and competition, project selection and quality control, joint funds can improve the availability of the funds.

The particularities of joint funds. In addition to making use of the advantages of NSFC in talents and institutions as well as its brand effect, joint funds with the essential attribute of cooperative investment have some characteristics that set them apart from the funds that only receive money from the nation’s coffer. On the one hand, joint funds involve multiple investors. As different investors have different interests and demands, public interests and the interests of governmental departments, industries, local governments and enterprises will inevitably form a complex web of relations. On the other hand, the management mode and operation mechanism of the joint funds must meet the intrinsic requirement of cooperative investment; that is, a good balance should be struck between pursuing the maximization of public interests and protecting the rights and interests of the investors. Only in this way can joint funds develop continuously and perform their due functions.

At present, the institution design and management mode of joint funds are still not fully compatible with their essential attribute, which is cooperative investment. It is necessary to deepen the reform of the joint funding system based on the essential attribute of join funds. On the basis of the above analysis, this paper proposed three suggestions.

2.1 Breaking through the public-private boundary in management concept and management mode, and constructing a public-private partnership (PPP) model for R&D

At present, the funding partners of joint investment projects are limited to entities of state-owned nature, including governmental departments, industries, local governments and
enterprises. This is only a simple way to evade the conundrum of how to treat the public-private relationship, which is not conducive to maximizing the national or public interests. This exclusive policy also bars private entities from taking part in the joint funding. In fact, some private entities are willing to invest in basic research and their investments can promote the public interests. Therefore, there is an urgent need to break through the public-private boundary in the management concept and management mode of joint funds, and realize the transformation to the R&D PPP mode.

International experience shows that the R&D PPP mode is an important vehicle for private entities to participate in scientific research [5]. R&D PPP mode refers to a mode of funding for R&D projects with the participation of public agencies and private entities. Under any formal relationship or arrangement jointly established by the public and private participants, the participants jointly make decisions on investing scarce resources such as capital, personnel, facilities and information on an R&D project, in the hope of achieving a specific goal in a certain field of science, technology and innovation [6]. Under this cooperation mode, both public and private participants can achieve the dual goals of maximizing national interests as well as advancing their own interests under the institutional norms of joint investment, risk sharing and income sharing. The key points of the institution design of R&D PPP include: (1) The government plays the leading role, and all entities participate in management as equal investors; (2) a stable and formal organization structure is established for joint R&D; (3) diversified investment mechanisms in various forms are established to fund basic research projects in different ways including government appropriation, direct investment of enterprises, and membership fee and project fee charges; (4) an incentive compatible result sharing mechanism is established to handle affairs related to intellectual property rights and distribution of income resulted from commercialization of research results. By shifting to the R&D PPP mode, NSFC can expand the space for cooperative investment and attract private enterprises to participate in joint funds. Additionally, it is necessary to further standardize and improve the institution system of the joint funds, and thus lay a stable and solid foundation for maintaining their sustainable development and giving full play to their functions.

2.2 Establishing a relatively independent joint funds management center to improve the governance system and management mechanism of the joint funds

At present, the interdisciplinary research division of the planning and policy bureau of NSFC is responsible for the management of joint funds. The lack of relatively independent organization for joint funds management has brought about some problems and challenges, which makes it difficult to fulfill the increasingly heavy duty of fund management and hinders the effort of forming a consummate governance structure and deepening the reform of joint funds. Therefore, there is an urgent need to set up a relatively independent joint funds management center (hereinafter referred to as management center), so as to establish a governance system that suits the nature of joint funds, improve the management mode for the achievement of their functions, and strengthen their specific management.

Following the principle that the government plays the leading role, and all entities participate in management as equal investors under the PPP mode as well as the guidance of the Regulations on the National Natural Science Fund of China and relevant management documents of joint funds, we suggest that NSFC and the funding partners jointly form a joint-funds management committee (hereinafter referred to as the management committee) and assign the committee the responsibility of making decisions on important matters like identifying target fields of funding, issuing project guidelines, approving funding plans, and establishing/terminating joint fund projects. The management committee will be composed of the heads of the participating entities. The management center, affiliated to NSFC, will act as an executive organ for the management of joint funds, and can also serve as the secretariat of the management committee. The person in charge of the management center shall be appointed by NSFC, and the members may include NSFC managers, employees of funding partners and dedicated management personnel.

Considering that the management of joint funds is becoming increasingly complex and onerous, it is necessary to take advantages of the particularities of the joint funds to break the limitations of the employment system of public institutions, innovate the existing employment mode for diversification, and promote the formation of a more flexible human resource system. The specific measures include: (1) negotiate with the funding partners to arrange a temporary transfer of appropriate personnel. The transferred employees can work as the staff of the management center during the transfer period, and their employment relationship with the original organization will be retained; (2) stipulate clearly in the cooperation agreement with each funding partner that a certain amount of operation management fund shall be withdrawn from the joint investment fund according to a certain proportion. This proportion can be higher than the upper limit set for the funding projects in which all funds are provided by NSFC. The management fund is used for the routine operation of the management center, especially the recruitment of professional managers required for the management of joint funds, including recruiting experts familiar with the matters of joint funding to serve as the temporary directors of joint fund projects. On this basis, the next step is to introduce the professional manager system, build a professional joint fund management & operation team, and establish a market-oriented payment incentive mechanism.
2.3 Improving the review criteria and result utilization mechanism in line with the characteristics of joint funds

Joint investment, risk sharing, joint management and income sharing are the core principles of joint funds to achieve win-win cooperation in multiple funding partners.

(1) The interests and demands of the funding partners should be fully respected. The design of the assessment index system of the joint funds should reflect the differences between joint funds and conventional science funds. The emphasis should be placed on whether the project under review represents a breakthrough in solving a certain scientific problem and can effectively meet the urgent needs of some regions, industries and enterprises. Furthermore, it is necessary to promote the fusion of science, technology and engineering, and realize coordinated development of basic research, applied research and technological innovation.

(2) The function of joint funds as a public service and management platform for basic research should be well fulfilled. To strengthen the connection between knowledge innovation and technological innovation, a whole-chain standardized quality monitoring and regulation management system should be established to regulate all aspects of the joint funds including selection of funding partners, bidding and competition, quality control, intellectual property rights and resource sharing. It is necessary to promote sharing of research results between different joint fund projects, encourage the funding partners to commercialize the research results of joint fund projects, and promote the implementation and spreading of the research results.

3 Breaking through the institutional and organizational obstacles blocking social donation channels of NSFC

In theory, direct fund allocation from the nation’s coffers, funds from funding partners and social donations are the three funding sources of NSFC. However, NSFC has been unable to accept social donations for various reasons. There is a need to further strengthen the role of NSFC in guiding and leveraging social forces to invest in basic research in the new era. In addition to improving the existing joint fund system, it is necessary to actively explore a new channel for NSFC to accept social donations. In fact, according to the Notice on the Establishment of the National Natural Science Foundation of China issued by the State Council the People’s Republic of China in 1986, NSFC was entitled to accept donations from organizations and individuals in China and abroad from the very beginning of its establishment. However, up to now, due to some ideological problems and institutional obstacles, NSFC has been strait-jacketed in terms of fund source and therefore has been unable to leverage social donations to support basic research.

With regard to social donations for scientific research, the Law of the People’s Republic of China on Scientific and Technological Progress, revised in 2007, stipulates that China encourages organizations or individuals at home and abroad to donate property and establish science and technology funds to support scientific and technological research and promote the popularization of science and technologies. In the same year, the State Council issued the Regulations on the National Natural Science Fund of China, which not only made it clear that NSFC mainly receives money from the central government, but also stressed that China encourages natural persons, legal persons and other organizations to donate funds to NSFC. The above laws and regulations provide a legal basis for NSFC to accept social donations.

However, these laws and regulations do not provide practical guidance on this issue, especially the method to determine the legitimacy of accepting social donations in the administrative system. In addition, there are many institutional obstacles blocking the channels of accepting social donations.

Therefore, the key to promoting NSFC’s acceptance of social donations lies in how to better make use of the existing laws and regulations. On the basis of straightening out the legal and authority-responsibility relationships between all parties involved in the process of NSFC receiving social donations, it is possible to formulate the right organizational form and institution design that not only meets the requirements of relevant laws and regulations, but also can give full play to the role of social donations. Therefore, this paper analyzed the issue of NSFC receiving social donations from three angles and proposed some suggestions.

3.1 What is the nature of NSFC’s acceptance of social donations?

According to the Trust Law of the People’s Republic of China (hereinafter referred to as the Trust Law) enacted in 2001 and the Charity Law of the People’s Republic of China (hereinafter referred to as the Charity Law) promulgated in 2016, the NSFC’s acceptance of social donations is a public trust behavior. The social donations used to support basic research can be defined as public welfare donations or charitable donations. The natural persons, legal persons and other social organizations providing such donations are the clients supporting basic research. NSFC can accept social donations as a trustee and form a charitable trust or public trust relationship with the donors (clients) for the purpose of supporting basic research. Therefore, the act of NSFC accepting social donations constitutes a public trust behavior in essence.

3.2 Why has NSFC failed to make a breakthrough in accepting donations from individuals, enterprises and other social entities for a long time?

When social entities make donations to NSFC, they will encounter two key problems: (1) Individuals and enterprises
cannot find the information indicating that NSFC is a legitimate donation receiver; (2) when the financial department of NSFC accepts donations, it can only issue receipts of public institutions, making it difficult for the donors to enjoy relevant tax deductions or exemptions. Therefore, the crux of the problem is that NSFC has not really obtained the qualification to legally accept social donations.

According to the Welfare Donations Law of the People’s Republic of China on Public Welfare Undertakings, social public welfare organizations and nonprofit public welfare institutions can accept donations. According to the Charity Law, the trustee of a charitable trust can be a charitable organization or trust company trusted by the client, and the charitable organization can be a foundation, social organization, social service institution, etc. NSFC itself has the organizational form of foundation, but whether NSFC, a public fund management organization established by the state, is legitimate to directly become a charitable organization approved by the Ministry of Civil Affairs of the People’s Republic of China is a question worthy of discussion. According to the Charity Law, foundations set up before the promulgation of the law can make an application to the department of civil affairs for being recognized as a charitable organization, and the department of civil affairs shall make a decision within 20 days from the date of accepting the application. However, if NSFC makes a registration application to the department of civil affairs as a charitable organization, this may lead to an identity contradiction; that is, the identity of charitable organization is not compatible with the nature of the public fund management organization established by the state.

A feasible route of breakthrough is to establish a non-profit social service institution with the qualification to accept social donations, affiliated to NSFC. The establishment of this charitable organization will pave the way for NSFC to legally accept social donations and then carry out public fundraising. Examples of such kind of charitable organizations that are sponsored, supported and supervised by government agencies include China Education Development Foundation (CEDF) and China Foundation for Poverty Alleviation (CFPA). CEDF is a national public foundation that is sponsored by the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of China and is registered with the Ministry of Civil Affairs. It was officially put into operation on March 30, 2006. Its purpose is to use the funds raised in China and abroad to support students with financial difficulties to complete their studies in school, and help local governments to solve the special difficulties encountered in the process of education reform. Founded in 1989, CFPA is one of the largest charitable organizations in the field of poverty alleviation and rural development in China. It is registered with the Ministry of Civil Affairs and managed by the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Areas.

### 3.3 How does NSFC establish a nonprofit social service institution that can accept social donations?

1. The China Science Fund Public Trust Center should be set up. Considering that the social service institution sponsored, supported and supervised by NSFC will engage in public trust activities after receiving social donations, it is suggested that the institution be named China Science Fund Public Trust Center (hereinafter referred to as the trust center). The relationship between NSFC and the trust center will be similar to the relationship between the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Areas and CFPA. In other words, the trust center has the status of independent legal person and operates under the supervision of NSFC.

2. The organizational structure and operation mechanism of the trust center will be constructed according to relevant laws and regulations, and the trust center will complete the required registration. The organizational structure and operation mechanism of the trust center shall be designed and refined according to relevant laws and regulations. With the approval of relevant leaders of the State Council and the Ministry of Science and Technology, the trust center can make an application to the department of civil affairs for registration, and become a charitable organization engaging in public trust activities after obtaining the approval. According to the Charity Law, the trust center can apply to the department of civil affairs for public fundraising qualification two years after the registration.

3. The relationship between NSFC and the trust center should be clarified. The chief (legal representative) of the trust center can be appointed by NSFC. The trust center operates under the leadership of NSFC and utilizes the platform and mechanisms established by NSFC to carry out public trust services, but it has a certain degree of independence in operation and management as stipulated by relevant laws and regulations including the Charity Law. NSFC is mainly responsible for managing the state-invested funds and joint funds, while the trust center mainly manages the social donations for the purpose of supporting basic research. The public trust services that the trust center can provide include: (1) directly accepting social donations for the purpose of supporting basic research, and legally using social donations to fund basic research projects according to the wishes of the clients and the tenet of providing public services for the society; (2) accepting the entrustment to manage the funds of other foundations in China and abroad for supporting scientific research in China, and providing professional technical services that can help other social funds to invest social donations into basic research.

4. After the trust center is qualified to legally accept social donations, individual or enterprise donors can enjoy the rights and benefits stipulated by relevant laws and regulations. For example, the donors can enjoy certain tax deductions or exemptions, or obtain the naming right of the research project supported by the donated funds through
negotiation on the premise of conforming to relevant laws and regulations. These rights and benefits will incentivize more individuals and enterprises (including some SOEs) to provide social donations for basic research. The use of the funds from social donations can expand to other public welfare areas, such as supporting the scientific research activities in underdeveloped areas, and facilitating the research activities that can promote environment protection and improve the health level of the people.
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